BRAND

GUIDELINES
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Consultants.
Clients.
Community.

Inside the Brand
This guidebook outlines the written, visual
and graphic elements that comprise the
Daugherty Business Solutions brand.
Following these guidelines will ensure our
standards are being upheld — keeping the
brand looking professional and consistent.
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Welcome to Daugherty
We are a passionate group of individuals who believe in providing
exceptional value to our clients, an incredible work environment for
each other, and unwavering support to the communities in which we live.
Our brand is a reflection of that, promoting transparency, innovation and
opportunity to share our talents with the world.
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Understanding the Daugherty Brand
The Daugherty brand is made up of two distinct identities. While they
complement each other, these identities are unique in look and feel.
Daugherty Business Solutions is what we do.
Team Daugherty is who we are.
Together, we represent a powerful brand built on the promise of driving
exceptional value to our clients through technology solutions.
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Primary Logo
Our primary logo is what we use across primary brand applications, which
helps audiences easily identify Daugherty materials.
The sans-serif typeface enhances clarity and legibility, and communicates
that we’re modern and approachable.
“Business Solutions” is in all caps, and serves as a foundation for Daugherty.

D

This combination gives viewers a sense of strength and stability.
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Secondary Logo
Landscape Variation
Daugherty Business Solutions secondary logo can be used instead
of the primary logo. Always choose the best logo orientation to fit
the available space.

MINIMUM SIZE
The smallest the logo should
be represented is 1” wide.
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Improper Usage
A few rules are necessary for maintaining the integrity of the brand.
The following examples outline unacceptable ways of using the logo.

Only use the supplied logo files.
A. Don’t rotate the logo
B. Don’t squash or stretch
C. Don’t place elements in the logo clear space
D. Don’t resize any part
E. Don’t rearrange parts or create compositions that
are not already provided
F. Don’t use off-brand colors. Reference the Color Usage section
G. Don’t add drop shadows or other text styles
H. Don’t contain the logo in a box when used on a background
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Color Palette
Color is an integral part of brand identity. Consistent use of the
color palette will not only reinforce the cohesiveness of the brand,
but also gives the brand a smart, bold and confident feel that is
equally intelligent, sincere and approachable.

Primary
100.
Pantone 363c
#548C3F
RGB 84.140.63
CMYK 72.24.100.8

200.
Pantone 366c
#B3E06E
RGB 179.224.110
CMYK 33.0.73.0

Secondary
300.
Pantone 7454c
#6991CB
RGB 105.145.203
CMYK 60.36.0.0

400.

500.

Pantone 7445c
#A499CA
RGB 164.153.202
CMYK 36.39.0.0

Pantone 7409c
#F5AA1C
RGB 245.170.28
CMYK 2.37.100.0

450.

550.

Pantone 258c
#9E4E9E
RGB 158.78.158
CMYK 42.83.0.0

Pantone 415c
#F8D925
RGB 248.217.37
CMYK 4.10.94.0

Tertiary
350.
Pantone 297c
#69C9FF
RGB 105.201.255
CMYK 49.6.0.0
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Greyscale
600.
Pantone 663c
#F2F2F2

RGB 242.242.242
CMYK 4.2.2.0

700.
Pantone Cool Gray 1c
#D6D6D6

RGB 214.214.214
CMYK 15.11.12.0

800.
Pantone 415c
#919191

RGB 145.145.145
CMYK 46.38.38.2

900.
Pantone 446c
#404040

RGB 64.64.64
CMYK 68.61.60.47
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Font s
Typography plays an important role in communicating an overall tone
and quality. Consistent use of typography reinforces our personality
and insures clarity in all Daugherty Business Solutions communications.
We have selected Open Sans, Avenir and Noto Serif as our typefaces
to represent the boldness and reliability of the brand.
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Primary Typeface Set

Open Sans

Avenir

Headlines and Titles

Body Copy

Open Sans Regular

Avenir Light

Open Sans Bold

Avenir Roman

Noto Serif
Subtitles and Pullquotes

Light Italic

Avenir Black

In cases when the primary typefaces are not available, use the backup
typefaces as substitute fonts. These are Microsoft fonts and should be
available in applications like the Office Suite.

Backup Typeface Set

Century Gothic

Arial

Georgia

Headlines and Titles

Body Copy

Subtitles and Pullquotes

Century Gothic Regular

Arial Regular

Georgia Italic

Century Gothic Bold

Arial Black
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Pri sm Pat te rn
We are at a turning point in our world, where no business is untouched
by technology. That means, to thrive, you need to understand where
you fit in on the spectrum, from the business side of house to IT.
Daugherty has created a structure that blends our individual strengths
to create a multifaceted culture allowing us to grow together and take
our skillsets to the next level.

Pa t ter n Us age
The prism pattern may be used as a background over white or
Daugherty Green to add texture or emphasize. Text that is placed
over the pattern should be bold, high contrast and with few words
such as a headline.
Though the pattern is complex, two adjustments should be made:
• Opacity blending mode should be set to ‘Multiply’ and the opacity set so
the pattern is visible and adds depth, but does not detract from legibility
• The scale of the pattern should be an appropriate size to add texture, but
not to distract from the content
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Exa m ples

Rapid Process Mapping
Many strategic initiatives require high investment yet do not deliver expected value.
Common issues include a misalignment of expectations between business and IT,
inaccurate scope definition, misaligned priority of deliverables, lack of information to
accurately fund efforts and/or value not delivered in a timely manner.
Left unaddressed, these issues continue to cost substantial amounts of time and money.
But it’s more than just the impact on the bottom line: Delivery failure, if it persists, opens
the door for competition to steal the market.
Rapid Process Map (RPM) is how we help our partners get in front of these issues,
quickly identifying needs and outcomes for business success.
The power of RPM provides:

• A collaborative structured approach
with Business and IT
• Value-based prioritization
• A preliminary backlog
• Level of Effort on outcomes to be delivered

• Predefined activities, roles and deliverables
• Proven facilitation methods, estimation
methods and proprietary toolset
• A scalable RPM team size
• Virtual or co-located workshops

RPM has two phases: Inception/Discovery and Elaboration
Inception/Discovery

In a very quick turnaround , we capture business issues, success criteria and high-level processes to

define scope and a solution approach. This makes it easier to prioritize work and provides a Level of Effort

Exploring New Avenues to
Deliver Business Innovation
The Innovation Hub launched in the summer of 2019
to provide a collaborative state-of-the-art environment
for consultants demonstrating thought leadership with
leading-edge technologies. The hub features permanent
access to Microsoft Azure and AWS, as well as an onpremise dedicated data science cluster, a 3D printer and
IoT sensors and cameras. The hub is partially staffed by
full-time consultants, with other consultants rotating
in after engagements at other clients, which enables
consultants to sharpen skills off each other.
Engagements through the Innovation Hub range
from Micro Proof of Concept (two- to three-week
engagements), Proof of Concept (six to eight weeks),
Production Projects (eight to 12 weeks), subscriptions
(three months with an option to renew) and a
collaborative managed service (12 months with
option to renew). All engagements utilize Daugherty’s
expertise across data & analytics, software architecture
and engineering, business alignment and delivery
leadership. Some clients have even chosen to
embed their staff within the hub to take advantage
of our environment.

Collaborative Environment
Open office space on the 3rd floor of
3 City Place that allows for collaboration
across projects and support/mentoring to
projects in the field with a current capacity
of 20 consultants

Advanced Technology Access
» Permanent subscriptions to Azure, AWS, & GCP
» AR/VR Hardware
» On-premise dedicated data science server
» Synthetic datasets
» IoT sensors and cameras

Staffed by Full-time Consultants
Recognized industry experts in data strategy/
data governance, data engineering, data
visualization, and data science augmented with
cross-LOS expertise

Consultants on Rotation
Bench consultants, DU students, and
consultants that are assigned (billable
or non-billable contributing) to specific
Innovation Hub projects

that will be required for each outcome.
Elaboration

We decompose the solution approach, refine detailed process flows, and generate other key deliverables
to deliver a preliminary backlog along with a Sprint Zero Plan. Elaboration has three keys steps:

We work with your business and IT teams to capture key business
issues, needs and outcomes.

“The Innovation Hub has been great! In the world I sit in, I don’t have a ton of data
scientists to bounce ideas off of, so being able to have this space with bright minds has
been very helpful. With their experience and expertise, the team has helped me turn an
idea into a functioning data science application that uses cutting-edge techniques and
industry-standard best practices.”

Reconcile:

Kip Brown

Capture:

We refine the details for a recommended solution.

Spectrum Charter

Review:

We reconvene with your teams to review and confirm the deliverables.
A roadmap and preliminary backlog provide stakeholder visibility.

w w w . da ug her t y .c o m
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Photography
Photography can be a powerful way to communiucate our brand identity.
The images you choose should be compelling and reflective of the energy
that drives the business and all our activities.
Less is More

Simple, direct and honest images are the best way to express the
complexity of who we are.
Elements of these include:
• Diverse people working and collaborating
• Action-focused single subject shots
• Modern, development atmosphere
• Open workspaces
Color blocks and typography can be used to highlight short
headlines in conjunction with the photo; copy should never
be placed directly on the photo.
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Any Questions?
Feel free to reach out to
heymarcom@daugherty.com

© 2020 Daugherty Business Solutions

